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1 

MACHINES FOR MANUFACTURING 
CONTAINERS OF PLASTIC MATERIAL 

SUCH AS ENVELOPES, BAGS, HANDBAGS 
AND THE LIKE 

FIELD OF THE INVENTION 

The invention relates to a machine for manufacturing 
containers of plastic material such as envelopes, bags, 
handbags and the like more speci?cally, the invention relates 
to manufacturing of containers such as envelopes and bags 
of trapeZoid or triangular shape (in plane), starting from tWo 
?lms made of plastic material such as polyethylene. The tWo 
?lms are superposed and heat sealed along lines de?ning the 
container sides and said containers are cut out from the ?lm 
at the heat sealed sides. 

These containers can be provided With small aeration 
openings in their surfaces, made before heat sealing or 
during this operation and are mainly intended for holding 
bunches of grapes. 

DESCRIPTION OF THE PRIOR ART 

Production of these containers presently takes place With 
the aid of apparatuses requiring a large manual intervention, 
in particular for operation and control of the heat sealing and 
cutting-out operations to be carried out on the containers and 
for collection of same. 

This fact adversely affects production, greatly sloWing it 
doWn. 

In addition, the trapeZoid or triangular shape of the 
containers involves, in these apparatuses, an important 
amount of scraps, consisting of the portions of plastic 
material ?lms that are close to the oblique sides of the 
trapeZoid shape. 
As a result, costs of these containers are presently rather 

high as compared With the obtained product, above all if We 
take into account the fact that generally these containers are 
of the disposable type. 

SUMMARY OF OTHER INVENTION 

Under this situation, the general aim of the invention is to 
overcome the limitations and draWbacks presently con 
nected With manufacture of these containers of plastic 
material by accomplishing a machine enabling production of 
same in a completely automatic manner, to eliminate any 
manual intervention in manufacture and greatly increase the 
production rates. 

Another important aim of the invention is to produce a 
machine of the type herein speci?ed capable of Working 
With a minimum amount of scraps, thus enabling the Whole 
plastic material to be utiliZed and thereby further reducing 
the production costs. 

Astill further aim of the invention is to produce a machine 
that does not involve complicated means or mechanisms for 
handling the ?lms and containers and Which is therefore 
cheap and of safe operation. 

The foregoing and further aims of the invention are 
substantially achieved by a machine for manufacturing 
containers of plastic material such as envelopes, bags, 
handbags and the like, comprising: means for feeding tWo 
?lms of plastic material, adapted to convey and bring said 
?lms to a superposed position With each other; a Work 
station placed doWnstream of this feeder means and com 
prising heat sealing and cutting-out elements adapted to heat 
seal said ?lms With each other along sealing lines de?ning 
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2 
sides of said containers, and to cut out said containers along 
said sealing lines; and means for removing said containers 
from said Work station; said heat sealing and cutting-out 
elements being such shaped that they are able to simulta 
neously seal and cut out at least one pair of adjacent 
containers disposed in an inverted relationship With each 
other in the plane of said ?lms; and said removal means 
being disposed on opposite sides relative to said ?lms and 
offset in the feed direction of said ?lms to remove respective 
containers of said at least one pair, transversely of said feed 
direction. 

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS 

Details and advantages of the invention Will become 
apparent from the folloWing description of preferred 
embodiments of the machine in accordance With the 
invention, shoWn in the accompanying draWings, in Which: 

FIG. 1 is a perspective vieW of the machine; 
FIG. 2 is a diagrammatic section of the machine portion 

including the plastic-material feeding means; 
FIG. 3 is a plan vieW of the end Work portion; 

FIG. 4 diagrammatically shoWs the starting step for 
removing containers from said Work region, in a plan vieW; 

FIG. 5 is a general ?oW chart of the machine in accor 
dance With the invention; 

FIG. 6 is a side vieW of the removal and collection means 
for the containers and the related clamps; 

FIG. 7 is a vieW, partly in section, of one of the clamps 
being part of the removal means shoWn in the preceding 
?gure; 

FIGS. 8a, 8b are partial side vieWs of tWo successive steps 
of positioning said clamps at the end Work region; 

FIGS. 9a, 9b, 9c shoW carrying out and end of the heat 
sealing and cutting-out steps respectively, in the same man 
ner as shoWn in the preceding tWo ?gures; 

FIGS. 10a, 10b shoW tWo successive steps for removal of 
the heat sealed and cut-out containers, in the same manner 
as shoWn in the preceding ?gures; 

FIG. 11 shoWs the ?nal step of collecting the already 
removed containers; 

FIGS. 12a and 12b are a plan vieW and an elevation side 
vieW respectively of another preferred embodiment of the 
container-removing means, shoWn With the clamps placed 
close to the end Work region; 

FIG. 13 depicts the container-removing step carried out 
by the means shoWn in the preceding tWo ?gures; and 

FIG. 14 shoWs the container-collecting step folloWing the 
step shoWn in the preceding ?gure. 

DESCRIPTION OF THE PREFERRED 
EMBODIMENTS 

The machine in accordance With the invention has been 
generally identi?ed by reference numeral 1. It comprises a 
longitudinal body 2, in Which means 3 for feeding tWo ?lms 
4 of plastic material, in particular transparent polyethylene, 
is disposed, as Well as a transverse body 5 comprising a Work 
station 6 disposed centrally and means 7 for removing heat 
sealed containers 8 disposed laterally. Means 9 for collecting 
containers 8 is arranged under the removal means 7 and 
eXtends in the longitudinal direction of machine 1. 

In more detail, containers 8 in the eXample shoWn have a 
substantially trapeZoid shape (in plane vieW), being obtained 
by heat sealing tWo ?lms 4 along tWo oblique sides 8a and 
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a minor side 8b. They remain open at their major side 8c. 
The feeder means 3 for the tWo ?lms 4 comprises tWo 
respective reels 4a from Which ?lms 4 are unrolled, Which 
?lms through guide rollers 4b and take-up rollers 10 reach 
respective ?rst perforation regions 11. Said perforation 
regions comprise perforating means adapted to form aera 
tion openings 12. 

Openings 12 may be of different shape or con?guration in 
the tWo ?lms 4. 

Provision may be made for mere metal punches Which are 
suitably shaped and eXtend perpendicularly to the ?lm to be 
pierced With holes. Punches outlined in FIG. 2 are for 
eXample integral With a movable plate 11a and the movable 
plate 11a is operated by pneumatic members such as small 
air cylinders (not shoWn). 
Then a second region 13 for perforation and heat sealing, 

reached by the tWo ?lms 4 in a superposed condition, is. 
provided doWnstream of the ?rst perforation regions 11. The 
second region 13 is provided With means adapted to perfo 
rate the tWo ?lms 4 and heat seal them together along 
alternate sections 14 at either edge of the ?lms 4. In 
particular, aligned perforation and sealing spots 15 are 
carried out Which constitute closing lines of the container 8 
bottoms at the minor side 8a of same. 

The same structure as that in the ?rst stations 11 is used, 
but the metal punches are aligned and supported by a heated 
movable bar 13a, provided With electric resistors. The hot 
punches seal the tWo superposed ?lms together at the region 
surrounding the holes. 
At all events, the second region 13 may be omitted and 

heat sealing of bottom 8b may be carried out together With 
sealing of the oblique sides 8a in the Work station 6. The tWo 
?lms 4 are dragged along by rotating feed rollers 16. The 
intended rotation is of the intermittent type so that both the 
perforation and heat sealing steps in the ?rst regions 11 and 
second region 13, and the heat-sealing and cutting-out step 
in the end Work region Where the Work station 6 is provided, 
take place on the tWo immobile ?lms 4. 

Disposed doWnstream of the feed rollers 16 is a support 
surface 17 also extending in the end Work region, under the 
Work station 6. 

A glass or plastic coating (made of Te?on, for example) 
is preferably arranged on the support surface 17. Disposed 
over surface 17 are tWo vertically-movable heat sealing and 
cutting-out elements 18 and tWo pressure bars 19, adapted to 
retain ?lms 4 in place on surface 17 during heat sealing and 
cutting-out. 

The heat sealing and cutting-out elements 18 are of a type 
knoWn per se, as they are elements commonly used in 
plastics Working. 
As their fundamental elements they comprise sharp blades 

18a heated to a suf?cient temperature to seal the plastics 
?lms superposed on each other and placed at the cut edges. 
Heating of the blades is obtained by means of resistors and 
temperatures are controlled by appropriate thermoregula 
tors. Heat sealing and cutting-out elements 18 are arranged 
in such a manner that they eXtend in directions transverse to 
the feed direction A of ?lms 4 and converging toWards each 
other. These directions are coincident With those of the 
oblique opposite sides 8a of the containers 8 to be made. 
TWo identical pressure bars 19 are associated With elements 
18. 

The ?rst pressure bar is inserted betWeen elements 18 and 
has a con?guration With tWo oblique sides 19a parallel to 
elements 18, one bottom side 19b Which connects sides 19a 
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4 
at the region Where they are closer to each other and Which 
is parallel to the edge of ?lms 4, (i.e. to the sealing section 
14 of containers 8) and a transverse side 19c joining sides 
19a at a distance from the bottom side 19b. Sides 19a, 19b 
and 19c are all internal to the area of the containers 8 to be 
made. 
A second pressure bar 19, of the same con?guration as the 

above described one, is disposed in an inverted relationship 
With the ?rst bar, doWnstream of the latter in the direction A, 
as shoWn in FIG. 3. 

The second bar 19 has only one of its sides 19a associated 
With a heat sealing and cutting-out element 18, more spe 
ci?cally the one that in the direction A is more doWnstream, 
Whereas no element 18 is disposed at the other side 19a of 
this bar 19. 

Con?guration and arrangement of bars 19 and elements 
18 advantageously enables tWo adjacent containers 8 dis 
posed in an inverted relationship With each other in the plane 
of ?lms 4 to be simultaneously heat sealed and cut out. 
Practically, containers 8 appear alternately oriented on either 
side. 
The heat sealing and cutting-out elements 18 and pressure 

bars 19 are supported by a support structure 20. Structure 20 
is operated While the feed rollers 16 are stopped and carries 
out translation in a vertical direction both of the heat sealing 
and cutting-out elements 18 and pressure bars 19. The 
support structure 20 comprises a mechanical trestleWork 
supporting elements 18 and bars 19 separately and from top 
and a series of vertical air cylinders giving rise to all 
movements in a vertical direction. The air cylinders are 
supplied With compressed air and controlled by appropriate 
pressure gauges. 

The air cylinders and mechanical trestleWork are common 
and of a type usually conceived in pneumatically-operated 
mechanical applications and therefore the support structure 
20 is shoWn only partially: crosspieces 20a supporting the 
pressure bars 19 at sides 19b and 19c, upper attachments 20b 
for crosspieces 20a and engagement points 20c for heat 
sealing and cutting-out elements 18 are highlighted. Dis 
posed laterally of the support surface 17, but offset in the 
feeding direction A of ?lms 4, are removal means 7 for the 
containers 8. These means are arranged on either side of the 
support surface 17, eXtend transversely of the direction A 
and are each aligned With one of the heat sealed containers 
8 in the Work station 6. 
The removal means 7 preferably consists of conveyors 21, 

in particular double-chain conveyors, each provided With a 
plurality of clamps 22 for grip and transport of containers 8, 
in particular three or more clamps spaced apart the same 
distance along the endless path of the chains, as shoWn in 
FIG. 6. 

Conveyors 21 are simultaneously but intermittently 
operated, each by a respective motor 23 by means of a belt 
or a chain 24 acting on a chain pulley or Wheel 25 integral 
With an idler Wheel of the respective conveyor 21. Operation 
takes place at the end of each heat sealing and cutting-out 
step carried out on containers 8. 

Each clamp 22 comprises, When disposed in the Work 
station 6, an upper arm 26 and a LoWer arm 27, both of the 
plate-like type, one of Which is preferably movable and the 
other ?Xed. Each clamp 22 has, When it is placed in the Work 
station 6, its upper arm 26 ?Xed and its loWer arm 27 
movable. In this manner during the gripping step it carries 
out partial raising of containers 8 from the support surface 
17, thereby facilitating separation from said support surface 
on Which the ?lms 4 of plastic material had been pressed. 
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Each ?xed arm 26 is integral With a body 28 of the respective 
clamp 22 and has tWo clamping tailpieces disposed in side 
by side relationship and spaced apart from each other. Each 
tailpiece has a substantially T-shaped con?guration, the 
Wider portion being disposed at the free end thereof. 

Each movable arm 27 is integral With a rotating pivot 29 
(FIG. 7) and in turn has tWo clamping tailpieces disposed in 
side by side relationship and spaced apart from each other 
like said tailpieces of the ?xed arm 26. Pivot 29 passes 
through the body 28 of clamp 22 in a direction perpendicular 
to the advance or feed direction of the clamp. 

The body 28 of each clamp 22 is fastened to the chain 
conveyor 21 by a pair of paWls 30 at the articulation axes of 
tWo chain links. 

The movable arms 27 can be operated to a grip position 
and release position of containers 8 by actuating means that 
in the example in FIG. 6 is of the cam type. 

This actuating means comprises a ?xed cam 31, With a 
pro?le extending along the endless path of the respective 
chain conveyor 21, in particular inside the same and a cam 
folloWer 32, associated With each clamp 22 and rotatably 
supported by a rack rod 33, movable in the body 28 of clamp 
22. The rod 33 engages, by its toothing, a sprocket 34 ?xed 
to pivot 29, so that the rectilinear movement of rod 33 is 
converted to a rotary movement of the movable arms 27. The 
cam folloWer 32 is maintained in engagement With cam 31 
through spring means preferably consisting of a torsion 
spring disposed around pivot 29 and having one end ?xed to 
pivot 29 and the other end fastened to the body 28 of clamp 
22. 

The cam pro?le 31 can be seen in FIG. 6. It has, at the 
Work station 6, a section 31a adapted to keep clamps 22 
open. This section 31a may be also provided before station 
6, in particular over the Whole upper portion of conveyors 
21. Due to the above arrangement, at the Work station 6 the 
movable or loWer arms 27 of clamps 22 are disposed inside 
recesses 35 formed in the support surface 17, so that the 
upper arm surfaces are ?ush With surface 17, and in such a 
manner that containers 8, on their removal, are raised being 
separated from the Work surface 17. By lifting containers 8 
also the risk that the clamps may get closed under the level 
of the support surface 17 thereby deforming containers 8 is 
avoided. 
On the contrary the ?xed or upper arms 26 remain above 

the movable arms 27 and the Work surface 17. 
It is to be noted that the distance betWeen the clamping 

tailpieces of each arm disposed in side by side relationship 
is smaller that the maximum Width of containers 8 and at all 
events it does not interfere With the pressure bars 19 and the 
heat sealing and cutting-out elements 18. DoWnstream of 
section 31a, but still at the Work station 6, cam 31 has a 
raised section 31b, adapted to close clamps 22 after the heat 
sealing and cutting-out step, as shoWn for clamp 22 in chain 
line on the left in FIG. 6. 

Section 31b is folloWed by a depressed section 31c, 
adapted to suddenly open clamps 22. Section 31c, only 
extending over a small portion of cam 31, is then folloWed 
by a neW section 31a, or section 31a may be reached by 
another raised section involving partial reclosing of clamps 
22. 

The collecting means 9 of containers 8 is advantageously 
disposed at the opening point of clamps 22 de?ned by the 
recessed section 31c of cam 31, under each conveyor 21. 
This means preferably consists of a plurality of pairs of 
needles 36 the point of Which extends upWardly and Which 
are adapted to receive in succession the containers 8 pro 
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6 
vided With appropriate hooking holes 37 for these needles 
36, as shoWn in FIG. 6. Associated With needles 36 are 
support elements 38 enabling a great number of these 
containers 8 to be stacked. 

Advantageously needles 36 are arranged on a bearing 
structure 39 and are movable stepWise in the feed direction 
of ?lms 4, so that neW pairs of needles 36 are presented to 
the collecting region each time a preceding pair has been 
suf?ciently loaded. 
The bearing structure 39 may, for example, comprise a 

chain 40 carrying needles 36 and extending in the longitu 
dinal direction of the machine 1, Within a ?xed shield 41. 
The different operating steps of the machine 1 in accordance 
With the invention are controlled by a central control unit 42 
(FIG. 5), sequentially activating and deactivating the 
machine members. 

These steps Will be noW described With reference in 
particular to FIGS. 8a to 11. 

At the beginning of an operating cycle a respective clamp 
22 of each of the conveyors 21 coming from the position in 
FIG. 8a takes place in the stand-by position at the Work 
station 6 (FIG. 8b). 

In this position the movable or loWer arms 27 are housed 
in the recesses 35 of surface 17, ?ush With said surface. 
The heat sealing. and cutting-out means is in the inactive 

raised position. 
The tWo coupled ?lms 4, already provided With openings 

12 and possibly also With sealing sections 14, are noW 
moved forWard by one step and positioned under the heat 
sealing and cutting-out means (FIG. 9a). 
Then the pressure bars 19 and the heat sealing and 

cutting-out elements 18 are loWered and the heat sealing and 
cutting-out operations are carried out (FIG. 9b). 

It is to be noted that during this step only tWo heat seals 
and tWo cut-outs on tWo oblique sections are carried out, ie 
the separation side of tWo adjacent containers 8 and the 
separation side of the second container (the backWard one) 
from the coupled ?lms 4 that are coming forWard. In fact, the 
other oblique side of-container 8 in a more forWard position 
has been already heat sealed and cut out in the preceding 
cycle and does not require any further intervention. 
At the end of this step, elements 18 and bars 19 are raised 

(FIG. 9c) and conveyors 21 are set in motion. Their move 
ment involves immediate closure of clamps 22 disposed at 
the sides of the tWo just cut out containers 8, due to passage 
of folloWer 32 from section 31a to the raised section 31b of 
cam 31, Which causes translation of the rack rod 33 and 
rotation of the movable arms 27 toWards containers 8 and the 
?xed arms 26, thus lifting and clamping said containers 8 
While clamps 22 are moving them aWay (FIG. 10a). 

Thus the tWo containers 8 are simultaneously WithdraWn 
Without hindering each other, as they are each removed from 
the side Where their Width is the greatest (FIG. 4). It Will be 
recogniZed that no scraps are present on surface 17 due to 
the inverted arrangement of containers 8 of trapeZoid shape. 
NoW the front oblique transverse edge of the coupled ?lms 
4 is already at the right position, being conveniently heat 
sealed and cut out and further Working in the subsequent 
cycle is not required. 

MeanWhile clamps 22 go on in their movement holding 
the respective containers (FIG. 10b). 
When clamps 22 reach needles 36, they are immediately 

opened due to the recessed section 31c, the respective 
containers 8 are released and they fall doWn in such a 
manner that their holes 37 are passed through by the 
underlying pair of needles 36 (FIG. 11). 
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At this moment another clamp 22 of each conveyor 21 is 
about to reach the Work station 6 (FIG. 8a) and a neW cycle 
begins. ShoWn in FIGS. 12a, 12b, 13, 14 is another preferred 
embodiment of the removal means 7 for containers 8. 
According to this partly variant embodiment the removal 
means 7, still extending transversely of direction A and each 
aligned With one of containers 8 heat sealed in the Work 
station 6, may each comprise a single clamp 22 for grip and 
transport of containers 8. 

In addition clamp 22 may be susceptible of linear trans 
lation With a reciprocating motion: it may move forWard to 
an open position toWards ?lms 4 to be heat sealed and cut out 
and backWard to a closed position holding a clamped 
container 8. Clamp 22 still has tWo arms 26 and 27 and it 
arranges itself With an arm in the recess 35 of the support 
surface 17, at a position in Which it holds container 8 to be 
WithdraWn. One or both arms can be operated pneumatically. 
For movement of clamp 22 a carriage 43 is provided Which 
is joined to the clamp by a plate 44. 

Carriage 43 is slidable With a linear reciprocating motion 
upon command of an operating screW 45 With ball recircu 
lation for example, controlled by a servomotor 46. Carriage 
43 engages the operating screW 45 and is slidable and not 
rotatable, due to the presence of a slider 47 integral With 
carriage 43 and movable on a prismatic guide 48. 

Depending on the direction of rotation of the servomotor 
46 and the operating screW 45, carriage 43 slides linearly in 
either Way. 

The invention achieves important advantages. 
In fact, the sequence of the operating steps is very quick 

and the Work rhythm of the machine is very sWift. Manual 
interventions are not required since the Whole operating 
cycle is automatic. 
As a result, not only the machine enables savings in 

manpoWer costs, but a high production is also achieved due 
to the Work speed and to the fact that tWo containers are 
simultaneously produced and piled up. 

The ?lms of plastic material are completely utiliZed, 
Without leaving scraps, so that from the same amount of 
material a greater number of containers can be obtained as 
compared With the knoWn art, the container siZes being the 
same. 

The machine has a simple structure and is capable of 
ensuring a safe operation. 

It Will be recogniZed that also the removal means 7 shoWn 
in FIGS. 12a to 14 enables a particularly high speed of the 
clamps to be achieved and do not require positioning of the 
clamps at a stand-by position in the Work station 6 before 
moving forWard of ?lms 4. 

The invention is susceptible of many variations. 
For example, more than tWo containers 8 could be pro 

duced each time, for instance four containers disposed in 
pairs. The seating sections 14 could be obtained in the Work 
station 6 by correspondingly arranging the heat sealing 
elements 18. The carriage could be operated pneumatically 
and the removal means 7 could be provided With suction 
cups and the collecting means 9 With suction elements. 
What is claimed is: 
1. A machine for manufacturing containers of plastic 

material characteriZed in that it comprises: 
means for feeding tWo ?lms of plastic material having 

longitudinal edges, adapted to convey and bring said 
?lms to a superposed position With each other; 

a Work station placed doWnstream of this feeder means 
and comprising heat sealing and cutting-out elements 
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8 
adapted to heat seal said ?lms With each other along 
sealing lines de?ning sides of said containers, and to 
cut out said containers along said sealing lines; and 

?rst and second means for removing said containers from 
said Work station; 

said heat sealing and cutting-out elements being such 
shaped that they are able to simultaneously seal and cut 
out at least one pair of adjacent containers disposed in 
an inverted relationship With each other in the plane of 
said ?lms; 

and said ?rst and second removing means being respec 
tively adjacent disposed adjacent opposite sides longi 
tudinal edges said ?lms and offset in the feed direction 
of said ?lms to remove respective containers of said at 
least one pair in opposing directions transverse to said 
feed direction respectively. 

2. A machine as claimed in claim 1, comprising perforat 
ing means associated With said feeder means and adapted to 
form openings in at least one of said ?lms. 

3. A machine as claimed in claim 1, comprising means 
adapted to carry out heat sealing of said ?lms along alternate 
sections placed at the edges of said ?lms and de?ning 
closure lines for the bottom of said containers, said means 
being associated With said feeder means. 

4. A machine as claimed in claim 1, Wherein said Work 
station comprises a pair of heat sealing and cutting-out 
elements extending in directions converging toWards each 
other and corresponding to tWo opposite sides of said 
containers, and pressure bars adapted to retain said ?lms 
during the heat sealing and cutting-out step. 

5. A machine as claimed in claim 1, Wherein said ?rst and 
second removing means comprises ?rst and second convey 
ors provided With clamps for gripping and transport of said 
containers, intervention of said conveyors taking place at the 
end of each heat sealing and cutting-out step. 

6. A machine as claimed in claim 5, Wherein said con 
veyors each support a plurality of said clamps and each 
comprise a chain for dragging along said clamps, extending 
along an endless path. 

7. A machine as claimed in claim 5, Wherein each of said 
clamps, When positioned at said Work station, has at least 
one loWer arm and at least one upper arm superposed With 
each other and Wherein at least one of said arms can be 
moved close to the other arm, actuating means being pro 
vided for reciprocating at least said movable arm betWeen a 
grip position and a release position of said containers. 

8. A machine as claimed in claim 7, Wherein in said Work 
station a support surface for said ?lms is provided Which 
comprises at least one recess adapted to receive said loWer 
arm so as to dispose it under said ?lms, said upper arm being 
susceptible of positioning at a distance above said loWer 
arm. 

9. A machine as claimed in claim 8, Wherein said loWer 
arm is movable to lift a said container from support surface, 
When said loWer arm is housed in one said recess. 

10. Amachine as claimed in claim 7, Wherein each of said 
arms has a pair of clamping tailpieces disposed in side by 
side relationship and spaced apart from each other. 

11. A machine as claimed in claim 7, Wherein said 
actuating means is of a cam type and comprises a ?xed cam 
of a pro?le extending along the path of said conveyors, at 
least one cam folloWer associated With a respective clamp, 
a rack rod movable in said clamp and supported by said cam 
folloWer, a sprocket in engagement With said rack rod, and 
a pivot substantially perpendicular to the feed direction of 
said clamp and coaxially integral With said sprocket, and 
Wherein one said arm of said clamp is engaged With said 
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pivot, spring means being provided for keeping said cam 
follower in contact With said ?xed cam. 

12. A machine as claimed in claim 11, Wherein said ?xed 
cam has, at said Work station, a cam section adapted to keep 
said clamps open before and during the step involving 
arrival of said ?lms and heat sealing and cutting out of said 
containers, and a neXt raised section adapted to close said 
clamps after the step of heat sealing and cutting out of said 
containers. 

13. A machine as claimed in claim 5, Wherein said 
containers have hooking holes and Wherein collecting means 
is associated With said conveyors at a loWer part thereof, 
Which collecting means is adapted to engage said heat sealed 
containers at said hooking holes. 

14. A machine as claimed in claim 13, Wherein said 
collecting means comprises needles extending upWardly and 
adapted to be inserted in said hooking holes. 

15. A machine as claimed in claim 14, Wherein a step-like 
movable structure supporting said needles is provided. 
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16. A machine as claimed in claim 5, Wherein said ?rst 

and second removing means have each one said clamp 
Which is linearly shiftable, moving forWard in an open 
position toWards said Work station and moving backWard in 
a closed position With said containers clamped, in a move 
ment direction transverse to the moving forWard direction of 
said ?lms. 

17. A machine as claimed in claim 16, Wherein said at 
least one clamp has at least one movable arm to be operated 
pneumatically. 

18. A machine as claimed in claim 16, Wherein said clamp 
provision is supported by a carriage, at least one operating 
screW rotatably engaging said carriage and passing 
therethrough, said operating screW de?ning said movement 
direction, a servomotor adapted to set said operating screW 
in rotation, a prismatic guide parallel to said operating screW, 
and a slider integral With said carriage and engaged With said 
guide. 


